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Approaching Zion The Collected Works
While Kant concluded, even after “awakened” by Hume, that human reason need consult no higher
authority than itself, the Scots humbly dedicated themselves to building up knowledge from long
experience ...
The Forgotten Genius of the Scots
The Columbus Museum of Art received a major new gift from the Scantland family: 27 works by 27
prominent contemporary artists and a $2 million endowment.
A Major Gift from the Scantland Family Brings Leading Emerging Artists’ Works to the Columbus
Museum of Art
Perhaps it’s my therapy, and perhaps it’s because Karl deserves to be noticed. Every hospital has a
Karl. Martin is the head of maternity services at Loma Linda University Medical Center, an ...
It wasn't just anyone who collected the bodies of the hospital's COVID victims. It was Karl
We traveled east along Lake Erie, on a search for hidden gems. Negro League players followed this same
route in the 1930s and 1940s, moving along U.S. Route 20 in buses and caravans of cars until ...
The story of honoring Negro League history and a search for buried treasure
“They loved the idea,” says Adam Duncan, who is co-proprietor with Ben Zion. RELATED STORY
... The farmer’s market approach works fine for weekends, but they wanted to provide a space ...
Portside Produce fills downtown void in Comox
It’s about time. Watch CEOs, collectors and tastemakers who are changing the face of the industry ...
The 8 Women Changing the Watch World
Then Anthony Kinslow, a member of the congregation, suggested that AME Zion Church look into an
energy audit—an analysis of how to approach repairs ... of Clean Energy Works and former Senior ...
Bridging The Energy Efficiency Divide
The pandemic is teaching us key lessons about how people respond to crisis and misinformation, and is
spurring changes in the way scientists study public-health questions ...
How Covid is Changing the Study of Human Behavior
The NAACP, in conjunction with Monarch Magazine, will host a three-day video series titled
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“Culinary & Conversation, Kings in the Kitchen.” The series focuses on the role of Black fathers as
well as ...
Three-day series focuses on the role of Black fathers
And yet, when Tuesday’s NBA Draft Lottery rolls around, the organization and its fans will be waiting
with bated breath for the bounce of lottery balls for the fourth straight year. This time around, ...
NBA Draft Lottery 2021: Bulls Odds, Draft Targets, How It Works
Studies that he and colleagues have conducted—many around the Chesapeake Bay—have shown that in
the right conditions, tidal marshes can build themselves up to keep pace with rising seas, while also ...
Marshes on the move
Zion Williamson's emergence as an on-ball perimeter ... won't accept a modest discount to stay in a
situation that works well—both for him and the team? Bradley Beal and Russell Westbrook ...
1 Player Every NBA Team Needs to Chase in 2021 Free Agency
There are a lot of Canadian stocks to buy, but not all of them are deals. These four, however, offer
everything you want from a cheap stock! The post 4 of the Best Canadian Stocks to Buy Right Now ...
4 of the Best Canadian Stocks to Buy Right Now
Trax Analytics’ smart restroom system collects data in airport restrooms to help operational teams
create cleaning plans and support an airport-wide data-driven cleaning approach. The system can also ...
The Tech Behind Clean Restrooms
Four years after its acclaimed title Farpoint, developer Impulse Gear is back with a new VR game,
Larcenauts. This time around it’s something very different: a multiplayer-only hero shooter with ...
‘Larcenauts’ Review – The Hero Shooter Comes to VR, Sort of
CHINA’S “bat woman” has slammed claims that Covid leaked from her Wuhan lab. Virologist Shi
Zhengli said the theory was baseless and accused the world of “trying to pour ...
China’s ‘bat woman’ Shi Zhengli slams Wuhan lab leak claims saying ‘the world is trying to pour
filth on me’
Insider identified 9 healthcare companies that the market and Wall Street analysts see as benefiting from
approval of Aduhelm.
Here are the 9 biggest biotech winners after the FDA took an entirely new approach to approve Biogen's
Alzheimer's drug
Investing in public transit service is an equitable approach that would help ensure that riders like Brisa
and Elizabeth always have access to jobs, education, and their communities.
To increase Metro’s ridership, we have to increase the service
America’s Quarter-Century Struggle Over Same-Sex Marriage.” Anyone looking to understand how
same-sex marriage went from legal in one state to the law of the land a decade later should not overlook
...
Cancel Culture Works. We Wouldn’t Have Marriage Equality Without It.
Period poverty limited access to menstrual products for many well before the pandemic, but COVID-19
sparked action among legislators and advocates.
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